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INSPIRING THE NEXT GENERATION OF SOUTH
AFRICAN WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHERS AND
CONSERVATIONISTS

H

ow are we going to save Africa’s iconic wildlife, if
young Africans have no connection with their natural
history heritage?
That’s the question on the mind of Mike Kendrick,
Director of Wild Shots Outreach. Founded in 2015,
the award-winning NGO is taking a new approach
to conservation: by putting cameras in the hands of
young people and taking them to see wildlife for the
first time.
The programme prioritises high school students
from government schools and unemployed youths,
bordering the Kruger National Park. Despite living
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Wild Shots Outreach was
founded in November
2015 and won the
SANParks’ Kudu Award
for “best environmental
education and capacity
building programme” in
November 2017.

within a few kilometres of the reserve, these young
people have never visited it or seen its wildlife at
first-hand. By teaching new skills and providing
an introduction to the natural world, Wild Shots
Outreach is helping inspire and raise the aspirations of
these learners – Africa’s conservationists of tomorrow.
The catalyst for developing the outreach programme
was two-fold. After 6 years of helping to run Wild
Shots—Africa’s premier wildlife photography
conference—Mike had yet to see a photographer of
colour in South Africa: “Not one aspiring wildlife,
landscape or outdoors photographer, despite really
trying.” The programme gained further impetus after
Mike moved to the Lowveld region of South Africa,
where he was shocked to discover that none of the
students living in Acornhoek (the black town right on
the very edge of Kruger) had ever been into the Park,
or had the opportunity to see wildlife.
How, Mike wondered, could Africa’s wildlife be saved
when the conservationists of tomorrow have never
experienced or connected with wild animals and
wild places? And why was wildlife photography not
aspirational to people of colour? By setting up Wild
Shots Outreach, Mike has been able to reconcile these
questions, and prove that previously disadvantaged
young people in the communities surrounding Kruger
can be engaged in wildlife and conservation through
photography. Not only are they given the opportunity
to experience their natural heritage for the first
time, but they can tell the stories of their incredible
experiences in their own images. The resulting photos
are then exhibited in their communities so that they
can be shared with friends, family and community
members. In this way, the young people develop pride

in their images, in themselves and in their natural
heritage, which has previously been hard for them to
access.
In addition, Wild Shots Outreach is supporting
young people from these communities in accessing
training, further studies and employment through its
Bursary Fund. Since the programme commenced, over
1,000 students have attended Wild Shots Outreach
programmes. The following pages highlight just a
fraction of that total. Each young person featured is
living proof that the project works.
NOTHANDO
MKHOMBO
“Not many black
people have visited
our country’s game
reserves. We must
help them learn
about conservation.”
Nothando has risen
through the ranks since
her first Wild Shots
Outreach experience
and is now part of
the team delivering
the programmes. Her
elephant image from
her first ever game drive
made a big impression
because of her original
composition which is
unusual for someone so
new to photography.

THAROLLO SHAYI

‘‘

“It’s such a great thing to let
people from local communities
know about our wild places.”

I’m afraid that the animals might disappear.
We must do everything to save the animals on Earth.

Having attended Wild Shots
Outreach whilst still at high school,
Tharollo was inspired to go on to
study Tourism Management at
University.

JOIA MCUNU
Joia is a student at the Acorns to Oaks
Government School. This is one of Wild Shots
Outreach’s partner high schools, where courses
run every year. The school has also hosted
a photographic exhibition of their students’
images, which proved hugely popular with the
local community. Joia was featured in the UK TV
series “Work on the Wild Side” which devoted an
episode to Wild Shots Outreach.

CELEBRATE NYATHI
“I took a photo of the first rhinos I ever saw. Will
they be the last?”
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Celebrate was part of a Wild Shots Outreach group from a
youth foundation for job seekers in rural Mpumalanga. Like
nearly all local young people here, she had never visited a
game reserve or seen wild animals before. Celebrate was very
moved by her first ever game drive, particularly by the sighting
of a rhino with its calf. She was delighted with her print (every
WSO student gets two of their best photos printed) but wanted
to know if she or her children will ever see another living rhino?

‘‘
KWAZI SIBUYI
Kwazi took the Wild Shots Outreach course
at his high school where the program is run
each year. He was so thrilled to be on his first
game drive that his face simply lit up. At one
point he said “I don’t know which elephant to
photograph, they are all around us!”

Conservation makes me feel happy outside but sad inside
because animals are being poached. When they are killed by
humans the number of animals decreases and nature suffers.

‘‘

I want to share my passion for wildlife
and wild places with my community.

WISANI NGWENYA
Wisani is one of the most talented young
photographers discovered by Wild Shots
Outreach. He is now in his final year
studying filmmaking at AFDA Media
College in Johannesburg, thanks to a Wild
Shots Outreach Bursary Grant. During
the pandemic a portfolio of Wisani’s
powerful photographs depicting “Life in
Lockdown” was published in two national
newspapers. These images and his
narration were made into a South African
Government TV campaign around Covid
called “Play your Part”, with millions of
views.

BOIPELO
MALATJI
““I feel great about
conservation now. We
learnt so much about
conservation and
nature.””

KARABO MAGAKANE
“Our communities need to know more about
wildlife and its importance to both ecosystems and
economies.”
Karabo’s image of an elephant’s eye showed her great
potential as a photographer. She has gone on to join the Wild
Shots Outreach programme delivery team and Conservation
South Africa’s media team. Karabo is also an ambassador for
“Girls Who Click”, a US based photography initiative and was
invited to attend a women-only photo safari in Botswana, as a
guest of C4 Photo Safaris.

‘‘

Finally, I have seen our beautiful wildlife heritage. I
am worried that if we don’t protect it, it will die.”

Biopelo took the Wild
Shots Outreach course
at school in 2019 and
is now studying at
university. Before the
programme, she said
wildlife was not really
her thing - but now she’s
seen it up close, she
loves it!
EMILY MATHE
Emily’s motion blur image of a leopard
is remarkable, considering this was
her first ever game drive and after only
five photography lessons. She joined
a Wild Shots Outreach course as part
of a group of local young unemployed.
Through Wild Shots Outreach, Emily
gained work experience at a high-end
lodge in the Timbavati Game Reserve,
and she is currently on an internship with
Conservation South Africa.

‘‘

“We must protect the rhino - for the rhino, for the
environment and for our heritage.”

RIFUMO MATHEBULA

MEGAN MASHIGO

‘‘

I use my camera and
images to speak for me.
I can capture the entire story or
message I want to convey without
even thinking of the language
barrier. For me, photography is the
greatest form of communication.”

RIVONI MKANSI
Rivoni grew up in an impoverished community
in rural Mpumulanga, bordering Kruger
National Park in South Africa. In 2016, when
still at high school, he was introduced to
photography through Wild Shots Outreach.
His talent and creativity shone through.
After leaving school, he joined a number of
conservation photo assignments with Wild
Shots Outreach and took their Advanced
Photography and Videography course in
2019. Rivoni has since set up his own
photographic studios in Pretoria. His images
taken during lockdown made South Africa’s
national press. In 2021, he was one of the
overall winners of The Earth Project’s photo
competition, which helped raise awareness
of the climate and biodiversity crises ahead
of the landmark COP26 conference.

Megan managed to get a photo of a real
rarity – a white rhino with its horn intact.
Many reserves are dehorning their rhinos
to deter poachers, so to find one with its
full natural horn is very unusual. Such
experiences help to inform and educate
local communities around the issues of
poaching and the decline in rhino numbers
over the last decade.

Rifumo’s passion for photography has
grown and grown since attending a Wild
Shots Outreach course in 2016. Rifumo
arranged a course for his fellow high
school pupils and began accompanying
WSO’s founder Mike Kendrick on
conservation photo assignments. His
images have made the front page of
South Africa’s national newspapers.
Rifumo is now Wild Shots Outreach’s
Programme Leader and, through a
partnership with Conservation South
Africa, he leads and coordinates
programme delivery. ‘‘We are so proud
of Rifumo,’’ says Mike. ‘‘He’s such an
inspirational young local role model.’’

‘‘

“Photography
has become my
passion. I use my
wildlife photos
to help educate
people from my
community.”
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